MARCH CDE NEWSLETTER
An official communication debriefing the important events, projects and progress of the CDE
for the month of March 2021.

The PR team has continued promoting sales and events as well as explored further possibilities for the
usage of the big screen outside. They have progressed significantly with the initiative to improve the role
of class representatives, and are now working towards implementing these new changes as fast as
possible.
The CDE has its very own website now! All new information will be available on our site, as well as contact
details, suggestion boxes and polls to vote on. Our goal is also that you will be able to see which teachers
are absent and, in the case of them being unavailable, enjoy longer mornings! Of course, you will be able
to read all our newsletters there, as well as view older ones. We invite you to visit us at:
https://eeb2cde.eu/
The writing and art competition results have been checked over by the teachers, and the Leisure team
would like the congratulate the winners: Isabel Fontan Ireland (S5ENA) for her winning short story in the
English category, Rebeka Rode (S4FRA) for her winning short story in the French category, Flavio
Provenza (S2ITA) for his winning art piece in the S1-S3 category, Sara Cugnini (S5ITA) for her winning art
piece in the S4-S7 category! Their work will be published in the April CDE newsletter. Photography and
math competitions will be open to students shortly after the holidays, so keep a lookout for them!
The Improvement team has started working on a new project to try to help new students integrate into
our school more easily. It may include, for example, introducing a buddy system or giving new students
information booklets about our school system (for example b-tests). The team have also bought CDE
stickers that they will put on equipment they have bought, such as new playing cards. Lastly, we have
gotten approval to add some of your vegetarian/vegan suggestions to the menu in the cafeteria.
March was an important month for the Grand Debate team. Unfortunately, discussions within the team
and with the school's management resulted in the cancellation of the S3 Grand Debate. Fortunately,
training began for the remaining groups over the last month as planned. Dates for the Grand Debates
2020-2021 are due to be communicated very shortly.
The Mini CDE has continued their meetings every two weeks. They have been running very smoothly due
to the dedication of the class representatives. We thank you for your motivation!

PROJECT

"With the Bac and the
exams coming up, it's going
to be a hectic month. Even
though they are not
happening under the most
ideal situation we are
wishing all students the
absolute best of luck!
During these times of stress
and of course the pandemic
it is important to stay
healthy, however just as
important is the mental
well-being of the students
therefor if you are
struggling, no matter what
year group you can always
reach out to us and we will
do our best to seek aid in
the most helpful way
possible.
We wish you all a nice entry
into the summer and hope
to see you in our upcoming
competitions!" Anya
Staudenmayer - President

"WRITING

ON

THE

WALL"

The Amnesty team organised an Easter Bunny sale on Friday
the 26th of March. As not all of the chocolates were sold, the
sale will continue after the holidays. After the Easter holidays
the Amnesty team will look into finding new ways to advertise
Amnesty International’s causes.
The Jumper team has completed most of the jumper
distribution and will send an email, to everyone who bought
jumpers, with information about the final distribution. Thank
you everyone who has been waiting for the baby blue jumpers,
you will be able to collect them then!
The sexual harassment board are getting closer to finishing
the updated dress code. They are also organising a sexual
harassment workshop for students, called “Bystander
intervention”, in which they will aim to empower witnesses of
problematic situations. It will be held on the 21st of April. The
board is gradually trying to apply the “sensoa flag system”, a
project promoting sexual health, into our school.
The well-being advisory board had a meeting with the
psychologists, where ideas, such as communication and a
possible introductory presentation, were discussed. This would
be to ensure that students know more about the role of the
psychologists and hopefully feel more comfortable in reaching
out to them. Additional information about these ideas and goals
can be found both on the EEB2 and CDE websites. If you have
any further questions on this subject, do not hesitate to contact
us and we will do our best to direct you to who best to get in
touch with!
Well-being kits have been placed in every preau, they contain
things such as painting kits and stress balls to help you destress and to improve the preaus. Please respect these kits,
they are here to help you and we want you to enjoy them as
long as possible!
The climate representatives are working on a climate article
about the “Writing on the wall” project and Climate Academy.
During the Easter Holiday, they went to school to interview Mr.
Matthew Pye and S5 students, that were working on the
project. The article will be published soon on the 13 stars
newspaper!

